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Content Aggregators

Topic of Discussion:
Interview with Jason Flick, CoFounder and CEO of You.i TV.

Leaders & Visionaries Series: Jason Flick, CEO of You.i TV
One of the most interesting private companies we’ve come across in 2019 is You.i
TV. Co-founded in 2007 by Jason Flick, CEO, and Stuart Russell, CTO. You.i TV is a
B2B software company that lowers the cost and time to market for IP owners that
want to launch direct-to-consumer streaming services to every consumer-facing device.
Increasingly, sports leagues and video library owners want their content available on
every consumer device including set top boxes, smart TVs, smartphones, tablets, game
consoles, etc. You.i TV’s products lower the cost and time to market of achieving this
goal.
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What we like most about You.i TV includes:

1. There are many IP owners (sports teams and owners, TV and film library owners,
etc) that must make their video content available on every consumer-facing device.
This is costly and growing in complexity as new platforms and types of content get
announced every day. For example, AR and VR will accelerate complexity.

2. You.i TV sells software as a service to IP owners that have in-house development
teams. You.i TV has a software interface called You.i Engine that helps development
teams deploy video apps across mobile, tablet, game consoles, streaming devices, settop boxes, Smart TVs, etc. using a single codebase. In effect, You.i TV’s product helps
development teams create unified cross-platform user interfaces for a broad range
of consumer devices which enables faster development times, longer engagement
times, and new ways to generate revenue from the subscriber base.
3. You.i TV’s clients include Disney/National Geographic, Fox, AT&T/Time Warner. You.i
TV’s partners also include the owners of the Boston Celtics, San Francisco 49ers and
a variety of other NBA, NFL and MLB teams. We believe that most sports IP owners
globally will want to take their IP content direct-to-consumer, which is a key You.i
TV upside driver.

4. We estimate that You.i TV will achieve a $38mm annual run rate of revenue by 4Q19,
of which 30%-40% will be international.
5. We are most excited to watch You.i TV’s innovations around ad units. Streaming
services generally have audiences that are 15-20 years younger, on average, than
TV viewers. We believe that younger viewers are bothered more by commercial
breaks. We believe that the future of advertising is about getting more creative with
placements. For example, Flick suggests making the loading bar a Coke bottle that
pops its lid with a promo code when the show is done buffering.

Investments: You.i TV is based in Ottawa, Canada and has about 200 employees. In
4Q18, You.i TV raised US$23mm (about $30mm Canadian) in a Series-C round from
Massachusetts-based Causeway Media Partners. Over the prior 4 years You.i TV raised
about US$27mm between its Series A and Series B rounds from Kayne Anderson Capital
Advisors, Vistara Capital Partners, and AT&T/Time Warner (the lead investor in its
Series-B round).
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Answers by Jason Flick, Co-Founder & CEO of You.i TV
Contact: Trisha Cooke, CMO, trisha.cooke@You.i TV

1. Laura Martin: What are the macro drivers that create upside for You.i TV?
Jason Flick, CEO: At the highest level, as in all businesses today,
the user is in the driver seat. Across generations and geographies,
users are telling organizations every day how they expect to buy,
be entertained, and be informed. The opportunity is for
organizations to create a closer, scaled relationship with users
and their wallets.
In video, there are several macro trends that create the need for
You.i TV:
CEO Jason Flick



Device Fragmentation. Audience fragmentation is being driven by the proliferation of
hardware devices and operating systems that force applications to be written and rewritten to achieve deployment at scale. Even in the most basic case of taking an app
experience and delivering it to your customer base, reaching all those eyeballs is both hard
and costly when all those eyeballs are fragmented across dozens of devices running 8+
different OSes. Adding to this complexity, getting that content on to all those platforms
demands integration into authorization systems, monetization systems, analytics systems,
etc. Going forward, AR & VR platforms add a broader range of platforms (ie, more
fragmentation). Enter personalization and monetization - a marketer’s dream but a CTO’s
nightmare given the challenges this presents at scale. The complexity of video delivery
continues to compound, while market dynamism encourages the content side to keep
pumping out new DTC services and each service needs to scale across all devices to drive
adoption.



Application Fragmentation. The notion of what an app is today is breaking down. The
future of apps will no longer be about a big monolithic hardwired thing being dropped onto
a device that is updated every six months. It will be more about micro experiences that are
delivered contextually to the right user at the right time. Deep linking into the perfect spot
in a video experience, contextual to the user, with a voice interface are here to stay. Apps
are moving toward hyper-personalized user experiences using analytics to give users the
right content at the right time, A/B tested, and optimized for that user. This changes the
tooling stack needed to power this workflow.
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Economics. The challenge becomes the economics of this reinvention of the user
experience. The tech stack must be written so that it does not require ground-up authoring
for every device or for every variation of every OS, or for content personalization, or for the
reinvention of how online video is monetized. Monetization in this world is different. By
that I mean commercial advertising units within, on top of, or around the interface that
complement (but don’t replace) content, or micro experiences that are delivered
contextually to the right consumer at the right time, or other ways of monetization that are
consistent with viewing interests. One of the trends we’ve seen – sports is a great example
of this – is how the organizations that own the content became video companies so they
could monetize the product all the way to the end user. Today, those same organizations
are becoming tech companies so they can own the consumer relationship all the way to the
app, player and experience levels.

The result of these 3 key trends is that, in the video landscape, a key business decision for every
stakeholder (device manufacturers, content owners, content distributors, etc) is whether to
own their own tech stack or to pay for out-of-house. You.i TV helps companies that own their
own tech stack meet the growing complexity of devices and OSes at a lower cost and faster.
2. Laura Martin: Can you talk about financial trends?
Jason Flick, CEO: We’re a private company, so we don't disclose financial information. I can
say that we’ve doubled revenue every year for the past five years and last year we closed more
business than in every prior year combined. The biggest constraint to growth historically has
been keeping up with demand and scaling deployment, but we raised $23 million in growth
capital last fall to help us address that.
We expect to double our size every year for the next three years to be over $150MM in
revenue by the end of 2021. [LM note: This math implies that You.i TV will reach about $38mm
of annual revenue by the end of 2019E.]
Longer term, our most obvious revenue upside opportunity is app deployment, but there’s a
long-tail of ad monetization for us as well. We’re a couple of decades into the internet era and
Madison Avenue still hasn’t broken free of interruptive advertising formats that date back to
the dawn of television. Our approach enables aggregation of viewers across every silo and the
ability to create ads within, on top of, or around the user experience – without interrupting the
consumer experience.
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3. Laura Martin: Can you talk about trends in client adoption?
Jason Flick, CEO: Our customers are rethinking their content distribution strategies for three
key reasons: a) new patterns of consumer behavior across multi-screen; b) the competitive
need for technology differentiation; and, c) opportunities for monetizing new ad formats
consistently on every platform across their entire addressable audience.
All companies are looking for nimble, differentiated experiences – and they see that the most
efficient and most effective route is owning the tech stack in-house. They are bringing
development back in-house. We’ve seen this shift worldwide - be it for D2C, operators, or
digital-first organizations. Technology is becoming an integral part of viewing and interacting
with a video company and therefore central to their business, brand and strategy. The user
interface is the gateway to galvanizing a relationship with their viewers so controlling that – top
to bottom - is becoming table stakes in this attention economy. You.i TV makes each client’s
user interface quicker, cheaper, and easier to develop.
4. Laura Martin: What ROI do you deliver to your clients?
Jason Flick, CEO: At a high level, once a potential customer has wrestled with the headaches
and high costs of scaling services via in-house app development, our value proposition becomes
clear. Benefits of hiring You.i TV include a lower cost of development, faster time to market,
and the ability to reach every supported device.
Results differ according to each individual situation, but ROI benefits (as articulated by our
clients) include:
-

-

“I need a way of reaching users no matter what platform they are on”
- User Acquisition based on 3:1 efficiency when You.i TV hired
“I need to maintain my scale of service across my entire user base but at a much reduced
cost”
- Cost Savings of 30% when You.i TV hired
“I have an aggressive roadmap of innovative features that I need in-market as fast as
humanly possible”
- User Retention based on delivery that is 2X Faster when You.i TV hired
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5. Laura Martin: What Do Clients that Adopt your Products say they Like Most?
Jason Flick, CEO: The control they have over their business. By being able to manage all
interactions with their users - how it can be crafted, created, and adjusted – they have the
ability to build a closer relationship with their viewers/consumers/users.
Other customers say what they like most is that, with You.i TV, there are no second-class
citizens. Once the underlying code base is created, every supported device can quickly be a
point of contact with consumers, plus every new feature can be available without costly, time
consuming retooling of the app for each device.
6. Laura Martin: What are your core competencies?
Jason Flick, CEO: Our core competency is not unlike what has powered the success of the video
game industry - a single code base that supports rapid development and deployment of a
consistent user experience across multiple devices.
Customers’ values, intellectual property and brands are all tied together. Too often in the app
development process, some of these get lost in the negotiation between the vision of the
designers and the limitations of development. We allow our clients to use the React Native
framework or C++ and our supporting toolset to write lightweight and highly performant apps
with the capacity to embed unique features right to the metal.
7. Laura Martin: What are you most excited about over the next 3 years?
I love it that the barrier to entry for Direct-to-Consumer services continues to drop, not just for
giants like Disney and AT&T, but for everybody. More and more content owners and
aggregators are becoming video companies. That plays right into our core competency.
8. Laura Martin: What are the key impediments to new client adoption?
Jason Flick, CEO: The biggest hurdles often relate to technical skills and tooling inside
organizations. Fielding an engineering team with the broad range of skill sets across the entire
app ecosystem is not an insignificant cost and management challenge. Defining a roadmap and
business case for what your investment needs to be to bring your tech stack in-house and the
changes required is not for the faint of heart.
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Additionally, some companies are still struggling with how they go-to-market, how they staff
up, where they see the future of their business, etc. This can make for some very hard
conversations. If you’re already there and moving with the market, it’s not hard. If you have to
start that thinking and strategy based on our conversations, it gets complicated. You.i TV is not
the reason for your change management; we’re the answer to your change management.
9. Laura Martin: How do you set prices for your products & services?
Jason Flick, CEO: Our basic formula is an annual subscription licensing fee that scales based on
volume.
10. Laura Martin: Who are your competitors?
Jason Flick, CEO: Our biggest competitor would still be native bespoke app development.
Unified Development exists for game engines like Unity, but that’s like comparing apples to
oranges.
11. Laura Martin: What are You.i TV’s key barriers to entry?
Jason Flick, CEO: The biggest one is that we wrote an operating system that gets clients on to
12+ different operating systems. This gives our customers the market scale and performance
they need at lower prices and faster. We looked at how bespoke apps and web stacks fall short
and decided we needed to own all three pillars of the platform: a single codebase value
proposition; native-like performance through the GPU architecture; and a design tool that
allows our customers’ teams to build high fidelity experiences.
12. Laura Martin: What are your 3 biggest challenges?
Jason Flick, CEO: Our 3 biggest challengers are:
 Satisfying global market demand
 Scaling up our global ecosystem (partners, client developers, etc.) as we fulfill that demand
 Pushing our products deeper into video
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ANALYST CERTIFICATION
I, Laura Martin hereby certify that the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect my personal views about the subject company (ies) and its (their) securities.
I, also certify that I, have not been, and will not be receiving direct or indirect compensation in exchange for expressing the specific recommendation(s) in this report.

RATINGS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR NEEDHAM & COMPANY, LLC

Strong Buy
Buy
Hold
Underperform
Rating Suspended
Restricted

% of companies under coverage
with this rating

Needham & Company, LLC employs a rating system based on the following:

7
60
31
2
<1
<1

% for which investment banking services
have been provided for in the past 12 months
14
23
3
0
0
0

Strong Buy: A security, which at the time the rating is instituted, we expect to outperform the average total return of the broader market as well as the securities in the
analyst’s coverage universe over the next 12 months.
Buy: A security, which at the time the rating is instituted, we expect to outperform the average total return of the broader market over the next 12 months.

Hold: A security, which at the time the rating is instituted, we expect to perform approximately in line with the average total return of the broader market over the next
12 months.
Underperform: A security, which at the time the rating is instituted, we expect to underperform the average total return of the broader market over the next 12 months.

Rating Suspended: We have suspended the rating and/or price target, if any, for this security, because there is not a sufficient fundamental basis for determining a rating or
price target. The previous rating and price target, if any, are no longer in effect and should not be relied upon. This rating also includes the previous designation of "Under
Review".
Restricted: Needham & Company, LLC policy and/or applicable law and regulations preclude certain types of communications, including an investment recommendation,
during the course of Needham & Company, LLC’s engagement in an investment banking transaction and in certain other circumstances.
For disclosure purposes, in accordance with FINRA requirements, please note that our Strong Buy and Buy ratings most closely correspond to a "Buy" recommendation.
When combined, 67% of companies under coverage would have a "Buy" rating and 22% have had investment banking services provided within the past 12 months. Hold
ratings mostly correspond to a "Hold/Neutral" recommendation; while our Underperform rating closely corresponds to the "Sell" recommendation required by the FINRA.
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Our rating system attempts to incorporate industry, company and/or overall market risk and volatility. Consequently, at any given point in time, our investment rating on
a security and its implied price appreciation may not correspond to the stated 12-month price target. For valuation methods used to determine our price targets and risks
related to our price targets, please contact your Needham & Company, LLC salesperson for a copy of the most recent research report.
Price charts and rating histories for companies under coverage and discussed in this report are available at http://www.needhamco.com/. You may also request this
information by writing to: Needham & Company, LLC, Attn: Compliance/Research, 250 Park Ave., New York, NY 10177

By issuing this research report, each Needham & Company, LLC analyst and associate whose name appears within this report hereby certifies that (i) the recommendations
and opinions expressed in the research report accurately reflect the research analyst’s and associate’s personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers
discussed herein and (ii) no part of the research analyst’s or associate’s compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or
views expressed by the research analyst or associate in the research report.
Disclosures
The research analyst and research associate have received compensation based upon various factors, including quality of research, investor client feedback, and the Firm's
overall revenues, which includes investment banking revenues for the following: Disney (Walt) Co. and Fox Corporation - Cl A
The Firm, at the time of publication, makes a market in the subject company Fox Corporation - Cl A .
Equity Options Disclosure

Any Equity Options or Technical Strategy Opinions (“Opinions”) contained within this report was prepared by the Equity Options Sales and Trading Desk of Needham &
Company, LLC (“Needham” or the “Firm”) for distribution to Needham’s clients. This Opinion consists of market information and general market commentary only. It is not
intended to be an analysis of any security or to provide any information sufficient upon which to base an investment decision.

THIS EQUITY OPTIONS OR TECHNICAL STRATEGY OPINION IS NOT A PRODUCT OF NEEDHAM'S RESEARCH DEPARTMENT AND IS NOT A RESEARCH REPORT. Unless
otherwise specifically stated, the information and commentary expressed herein are solely those of the author and may differ from the information, views and analysis
expressed by Needham’s Research Department or other departments of the Firm or its affiliates.

Needham and its affiliates may have positions (long or short), effect transactions or make a market in the securities or financial instruments referenced in this Opinion.
Needham or its affiliates may engage in securities transactions that are not consistent with the information and commentary expressed in this Opinion. Needham may have
provided investment banking or other services to the issuers mentioned herein and may solicit such services in the future.
If this Opinion includes extracts or summary material derived from research reports produced by Needham’s Research Department, you are directed to the most recent
research report for further details, including analyst certifications and other important disclosures. Copies of such reports may be obtained from your Needham sales
representative or at www.needhamco.com
This material is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended as a recommendation or an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or
financial instrument. Any investment decision by you should be based on your specific investment objectives and financial situation. Please contact your Needham sales
representative for specific guidance.
The information contained in this Opinion has been obtained from or is based upon sources believed to be reliable, but neither Needham nor the author makes any
representation or warranty as to its accuracy or completeness. The information contained in this Opinion is as of the date specified herein. Needham does not undertake
any obligation to monitor or update the information. Past performance is not indicative of future results and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made
with respect to future performance. Needham disclaims all liability for any loss that may arise (whether direct or consequential) from any use of the information contained
in this Opinion.

Structured securities, options, futures and other derivatives are complex instruments, may involve a high degree of risk, and may be appropriate investments only for
sophisticated investors who are capable of understanding and assuming the risks involved. Because of the importance of tax considerations to many options transactions, any
investor considering the purchase or sale of any options contract should consult with his or her tax advisor as to how taxes affect the outcome of contemplated transactions.
Needham and its affiliates do not provide tax advice.

OPTIONS ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR ALL INVESTORS. For further information on the risks associated therewith, please consult the Options Clearing Corporation’s options risk
disclosure document available at the following web address: http://www.optionsclearing.com/about/publications/character-risks.jsp
Clients should call the Equity Sales and Trading Desk for additional information.

This report is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities mentioned herein. Information contained in this report has been obtained
from sources believed to be reliable, but Needham & Company, LLC makes no representation as to its accuracy or completeness, except with respect to the Disclosure Section of the report. Any opinions
expressed herein reflect our judgment as of the date of the materials and are subject to change without notice. The securities discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors and are not
intended as recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to particular clients. Investors must make their own investment decisions based on their financial situations
and investment objectives. The value of income from your investment may vary because of changes in interest rates, changes in the financial and operational conditions of the companies and other
factors. Investors should be aware that the market price of securities discussed in this report may be volatile. Due to industry, company and overall market risk and volatility, at the securities current
price, our investment rating may not correspond to the stated price target. Additional information regarding the securities mentioned in this report is available upon request.
© Copyright 2019, Needham & Company, LLC, Member FINRA, SIPC.
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